Following administration of Gd-DTPA, infarcted myocardium exhibits delayed hyperenhancement and can be imaged using an inversion-recovery sequence [1]. Using a conventional segmented acquisition requires a number of breath-holds to image the heart. Single-shot phase-sensitive inversion-recovery (PSIR) true-FISP may be combined with parallel imaging using SENSE to achieve high spatial resolution [2,3]. Enhanced SNR may be achieved by averaging multiple motion corrected images acquired during free-breathing. PSIR techniques have demonstrated a number of benefits [4] including consistent contrast and appearance over a relatively wide range of inversion recovery times (TI), improved contrast-to-noise ratio, and consistent size of the hyperenhanced region.
√ 8≈2.8 yielding approximately the same CNR as the breath-held turboFLASH acquired in the same time. Averaging was extended for 30 images (Fig 2e) acquired in 60 HB to further increase CNR (approx. double that of IRturboFLASH case) with no visible motion blurring or loss of detail after registration. CNR between MI and normal myocardium was measured for both methods for n=4 patients with chronic MI. The CNR for free-breathing motion corrected IR-true FISP with 8 averages was 0.98±0.16 (mean±SD) times that for breath-held IRturboFLASH.
Discussion
In the same imaging time as required for a conventional breath-held segmented imaging approach, the new free-breathing method achieves approximately the same spatial resolution and CNR. Using SENSE acceleration, it is possible to use single-shot true-FISP without compromising spatial resolution. Multiple images may be registered and averaged to enhance SNR without discernible motion blurring. This approach overcomes the prior limitation of single shot FISP in detecting smaller infarcts [7] . The smaller anterolateral MI which is difficult to detect without averaging (Fig 1b) is readily discernible after averaging with motion correction (Fig 1d,e) .
This method is particularly attractive in cases where patients have difficulty holding their breath. Improved CNR through extended averaging will improve discimination between LV blood pool and subendocardial MI as well as be important at lower contrast doses, reduced slice thickness, or improved in-plane resolution. In the case of long-axis image orientations which have substantial thru-plane motion the method has been modified to automatically discard frames that have large registration error in a similar fashion as retrospective respiratory gating. Preliminary experience with long axis orientation has used approximately 25-30% of the frames. Further improvement in SNR may be achieved by averaging an increased number of frames (beyond the limit of breath-holding). 
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